Quick Install Guide

Installing the Webcam for the B-Series / C-Series Touchcomputers

Caution:
The touch computer must be unplugged before any installation occurs.

Included Items

Item 1: One Elo Webcam
Item 2: Two mounting screws
Item 3: Two screw covers
Installing the Webcam

Please go to www.elotouch.com/support to verify you have the latest drivers before installing this device.

1. Turn off the touchcomputer.

2. Remove the two accessory covers on the top of the monitor.

3. To remove each cover, locate the two small notches on the cover.

4. Press a small screwdriver into the cover between the two notches. As the cover bends up, grasp the end and peel it away.

5. Plug the cable into the connector on the touchcomputer.

6. Insert the hooks on the device into the corresponding slots on the touch computer.

7. Secure the device to the touchcomputer using the included screws. Cover the two screws with the circular covers included in the kit.

8. Attach the webcam and power on the touchcomputer. Install the drivers for the webcam.